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Abstract 
In recent years many techniques have been dcvclopcd for automatically verifying concurrent 
systems and most of them are based on the representation of the concurrent system by means 
of a transitlon system. State explosion is one of the most serious problems of this approach: 
often the prohibitive number of states renders the verification inefficient and, in some casts. 
impossible. 
We propose a method for reducing the state space of the transition system corresponding to a 
CCS process that suites deadlock analysis. The reduced transition system is generated by means 
of a non-.stanrlmtl opwutioncrl s~rmmtics containing a set of rules which are, in some scnsc, 
an abstraction. preserving deadlock freeness, of the inference rules of the standard semantics. 
Our method does not build the standard transition system, hut directly generates an abstract 
system with a fcwcr number of states, so saving memory space. We characterize a class of pro- 
cesses whose abstract transition system is not exponential in the number of parallel component\. 
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I. Introduction 
In the recent years many techniques have been developed for automatically verify- 
ing concurrent systems; most of these techniques are based on the representation of 
the concurrent system given by means of a transition system. State explosion is one 
of the most serious problems of this approach: in fact, often, not only intrinsically 
complex systems, but also not very large ones are described by a transition system 
with a prohibitive number of states, a lot of which are in some sense equivalent. To 
overcome this problem, many approaches have been dcvcloped aiming at a reduction 
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of the number of states of the transition system by means of a suitable abstraction. 
Since we are particularly interested in properties of concurrent systems, like deadlock 
freeness or fairness, which are independent from data, the abstraction we consider is 
not derived as a “side-effect” of data abstraction [6,7, 1 I]. Many works can be found 
in the literature aiming at state reduction for systems in which the most important part 
is their concurrent structure: they can be roughly divided into three categories. 
The works in the first category (see, e.g., [ 1,271) that we can denote as following 
a standurd semuntics approach, start from generating the standard transition system 
corresponding to a concurrent system, and then reduce it obtaining a transition sys- 
tem with fewer states. Such approach requires a lot of memory to store the standard 
transition system and effort to apply the reduction algorithm. A different semantically 
based approach is that of translating the concurrent system description into a formalism 
more suitable for reduction. This occurs for example in [26], where, to check deadlock 
freeness of a CCS term [22], the term is first transformed into a Petri net [25] and 
then the obtained net is reduced using known reduction techniques for Petri nets. 
The works in the second category, that we can denote as following a syntactic ap- 
proach (see, for instance, [5]), are based on syntactic transformations of the concurrent 
system description, given by a program written in some concurrent language. The pro- 
gram obtained by the transformation corresponds to a transition system smaller than the 
standard one. By means of a syntactic approach, since it is static, it may be not easy 
to predict all the situations that can occur during program execution. Thus a reduction 
algorithm applied to a standard transition system can lead in some cases to a more opti- 
mized (with fewer states) transition system than that obtained by a syntactic approach. 
A third category includes methods reducing the transition system during its genera- 
tion [3, 15,23,29,30]. Methods defined following this direction are semantically based 
and thus the generality of the semantic approach is kept, so gaining more powerful 
tools (since more flexible) than any syntactically based one; in addition, the complete 
standard transition system is not generated, thus saving time and memory space. Nev- 
ertheless in general the generated transition system is less optimized than the one built 
with a semantic approach. Thus such approach, which seems promising, can be seen 
as a compromise between the semantic and syntactic one. 
Our work belongs to this last category: given a CCS term (we refer to CCS without 
values) and a property to be verified, we directly build a reduced transition system 
preserving the property. The difference with other works following the same approach is 
that we generate the reduced transition system by means of a non-standard operational 
semantics containing a set of rules which are, in some sense, an abstraction, preserving 
the chosen property, of the inference rules of the standard semantics. An advantage of 
this approach is that its correctness is easily provable. Furthermore, since in this work 
we consider a specific property, i.e. deadIock freeness, instead of, for example, a set 
of formulae of some verification logic, we generate a highly reduced transition system. 
After the preliminaries described in Section 2, we define deadlock in Section 3; we 
first develop our ideas on a simplified language in Section 4, and then we define the 
non standard semantics in Section 5. Section 6 states the correctness of the method, 
considerations are made in Section 7, examples in Section 8, comparisons with related 
works in Section 9 and Section 10 concludes the paper. The proofs of all theorems arc 
shown in Appendix A. 
2. Preliminaries 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of process algebras 
and CCS. We summarize the most relevant definitions below, and refer to [22] for 
more details. The CCS syntax we consider is the following: 
We call Tums the (process) tertns generated from p; moreover, we call Coot 
the set of constants ranged over by s. A constant is defined by a constant definition 
dcf 
.Y = pI, (where p, is called the hoti~, of .Y ). 
As usual, there is a set of visible actions Vis = {a, 5.1~. 6,. .} over which x ranges, 
while /L, Y range over Act = Vis U {z}, where r denotes the so-called intc~rrd wtiort. 
The complementary action of any action ‘x is denoted by 1. By rzil we denote the 
empty process term. 
The operators to build process terms are prefixing (~1 .p). summation (p + y ). par- 
allel composition (pip), restriction (p\A) and relabelling (/~[,f’]), where A C Vi.\ and 
f’ : I/is - Vis is such that f(x) = f(r). The precedence of the operators is given by 
the following list, in increasing order: +, 1, ., \il, [,f’] (parentheses will be avoided 
wherever possible). We extend ,f’ to .4cr by decreeing ,f‘(~) = r and we assume that 
KS is finite. In the following, given a set A C: Vis of actions, we denote by 2 the set 
{? 12 t A} and we use !I E A (~14 A) as shorthand for 11 E (A UA) (p $ (A ‘J.-l)). 
An opcwrrionrtl settzutztics OP is given by a set of inference rules defining a rc- 
lation +()P C Tuw~s x Act x Trrtm. Each rule has a conclusion and zero or more 
Iz~potlwsrs. The relation is the least relation satisfying the rules. If (p, ,u, y) t ~m-c)p. 
we write p 5 (jpq. The rules defining the semantics of CCS [22], from now on re- 
ferred to as SOS (defining the relation -_SOS) are recalled in Fig. 1. We have omitted 
the symmetric version of the rules Sum and Par. 
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A (labelled) trunsition system is a quadruple (S, T, R,so), where S is a set of states, 
T is a set of transition labels, SO ES is the initial state. and R C S x T x S is a set of 
transitions. Given a transition t = (s, u,s’) E R, s is denoted as source of t. 
Given a relation + , if (T E Act* and g = ~1 . pn, n > 1, we write p 3 q if p 4 . 
111; q we also write p 3 p. 
If p 3 q for some g, we say that q is a derivative of p by 4. We denote as 9_(p) 
the set of the derivatives of p by +. 
Given a term p and an operational semantics OP, the transition system OP(p) = 
(2op(p), Act, +op, p) is the operationul semantics oj’p by OP. The standard seman- 
tics of a term p is SOS(p). 
A CCS term p is guarded if each constant occurring in p occurs within a sub-term 
of p with form ,H .q, it is unguarded otherwise. We assume that all the constant bodies 
are guarded. Moreover, p is said jinite if SOS(p) has a finite number of states. In 
the paper we consider only finite CCS terms. Syntactic characterizations of finite terms 
can be found in [2,21]. 
2.1. Notations 
Let + be a relation between terms. We use the following notations. Given a term 
p, we write p j+, if no p’, p exist such that p 1: p’; while we write p 3 (p -+), if p’ 
exists such that p 2 p’ (p’ and p exist such that p 3 p’). Given a term p, we denote 
by .J+(p) = {,u E Actlp 2 } the set of the actions that p can perform, i.e. the labels 
of the transitions having p as source. Given o E Act*, the set of actions occurring in 
g is denoted by &n(o) = {XIX OY -35 OCCUYS in CJ}. 
3. Deadlock and deadlock freeness 
Deadlock can be characterized in a parametric way with respect to a relation given 
by an operational semantics: given a relation + between terms, a CC’S term p is 4 
deadlocked if p +. Note that by this characterization we do not distinguish between 
correct termination and deadlock. We now define deadlock sensitivity (and deadlock 
freeness) with respect to a semantic relation +: 
Definition 3.1 (+ deudlock sensitivity, --) deudlock freeness). Given a CCS term p 
and a relation + between terms. 
1. p is + deadlock sensitit’e if and only if q E 9_(p) exists such that q #+; 
2. p is + deudock ,free if and only if it is not + deadlock sensitive. 
Given an operational semantics OP, we say that p is OP deadlock sensitive (OP 
deadlock free) if it is +op deadlock sensitive (-+oP deadlock free). Note that, given 
a term p and an operational semantics OP, p is OP deadlock sensitive if and only 
if OP(p) contains at least a state which is source of no transition (sink state). Thus, 
usually, algorithms for deadlock checking of CCS terms check whether, for a given 
term p, SOS(p) contains a sink state. 
In the following we use the predicate 6(p), which is true if and only if p is SOS 
deadlocked. Note that it is decidable whether a term is SOS deadlocked. We call 
h-terms SOS deadlocked terms. The following theorem characterizes SOS deadlock 
sensitivity for CCS terms. 
Theorem 3.2. 
1. nil is SOS deudlock sensitive; 
2. p.p is SOS deudlock sensitive if and onl?, if’ p is SOS de&lock .sen.sitizr; 
3. p + q is SOS dmdlock sensitive lf’ und on111 if’ one of’ the ,fhllowim~ conditions 
Izo1d.s: 
(i) P ++SOS und q +sos; 
(ii) p is SOS deadlock sensitive and p +s~~Y; 
(iii) 4 is SOS deudlock .rensitice md q +s()s; 
4. ply is SOS deadlock sensiticr if und only if both p and q NW SOS d<~utlloc~lt 
.rensitivr. 
5. p\A is SOS de&lock sensitive {f und only’ if’ q e.Ct.s. such tht L.,,,,(y) (7 A 
cm1 p 5 so~~q n3itlz .wL( a) n A = v); 
6. p[f‘] is SOS deudlock sensitive if und only, ij’ p is SOS deadlock semitire; 
7. if’x ‘2. p. x is SOS deadlock sensitice (fund only, if p is SOS deudlock .scn.sitir~c~. 
Proof (sketch). By considering, for each term p composed of one or two operands 
related by a CCS operator, the relation between the derivatives of the operands and 
the derivatives of p. II 
Note that for all operators except restriction deadlock sensitivity of a term can be 
derived by deadlock sensitivity of the operands: p.p has the same deadlock possibilities 
of (I; plq has a deadlocked derivative if both p and 9 have one; while p+q has a dead- 
locked derivative if either p or q has a deadlocked derivative without being a ij-tcJr-,?l; 
finally, p[,f] has a deadlocked derivative if and only if p has one. On the contrary. wc 
cannot derive deadlock freeness of p\A from deadlock freeness of p: in fact, it is possi- 
ble that p has a deadlocked derivative, while p\A is deadlock free, and vice-versa. Fat 
example, u .s with x ‘g c .x is deadlock free, while (a .x I\ (0) is not; on the other hand, 
(a.nil + c.x)\{u} is deadlock free, while u.ni/ + c.x is not. Point 5 of Theorem 3.2 
says that P\A can have a deadlocked derivative q\A only if q is reachable from I) 
(possibly q = p) with a sequence of actions not belonging to /1 and the possible moves 
of y are contained in A. For example, for the deadlock free term (a.ail+ c..Y)\{ u}, m 
derivative of N. nil +c .x exists with the required property, while for (h. a. 17ilt C’ .s)\ {u ) 
and (rr.x)\{a}, ‘I d _ a nz an a. Y are the required derivatives, respectively. 
Finally, note that SOS deadlock freeness is decidable for finite CCS terms, since 
they have a finite number of derivatives. For a discussion on decidability of deadlock 
freeness for networks of transition systems see [ 18,24,3 I]. 
4. Non-standard semantics for a simplified language 
We introduce a non-standard operational semantics, ABS, such that ABS(p) is con- 
siderably smaller than SOS(p) and contains a sink state if and only if SOS(p) contains 
one such state. In other words, ABS(p) is an abstraction of SOS(p) preserving dead- 
lock freeness. As a consequence, deadlock can be checked on ABS(p) by verifying 
whether it contains a sink state. We remark that we do not define an algorithm for 
deadlock checking, but only an abstraction suiting this problem. Obviously, the advan- 
tage we gain depends both on the degree of the reduction (i.e. the ratio between the 
number of states of ABS(p) and that of SOS(p)) an d on the complexity of generating 
A&T(p) with respect to the complexity of generating SOS(p). In order to introduce 
our method, in this section we focus on CCS without restriction and relabelling (de- 
noted as RCCS [ 171); in such a way we simplify the description of the solution to some 
problems arising independently from restriction and relabelling. Full CCS is handled 
in the following section. 
Roughly speaking, the idea underlying our semantics is that a term having a deriva- 
tive which is SOS deadlocked (like a. b.c.nil, for example) moves to it with only one 
transition. Thus, given a term p, we look ahead for a derivative q which is a b-term 
and, if and when we find it, we move p to q. On the other hand, it is obviously 
possible that no &term is reachable from p; thus, to make effective our method, we 
must choose a way to stop our looking ahead also in this case. We could, for example, 
state a limit to the length of the sequence of actions we examine; alternatively, we 
could stop when a term with a particular syntactic structure is reached. Our solution is 
of this last type: we stop on a term q which is either SOS deadlocked or unguarded 
(i.e. before expanding a constant). Note that we move p to q performing only one 
transition, independently from the length of the sequence of actions by which q is 
reached. For example, the term a. b.c.nil directly moves to nil and a.b.c. y directly 
moves to Y. 
A solution that engenders even greater space reduction would be simply obtained 
by not deriving a term having a deadlocked derivative. For example, a term like a.nil 
performs no move and thus the corresponding transition system has only one state. But 
in this way we are not able to distinguish between a term that cannot perform any 
move, like nil, and a term which can reach a deadlocked derivative by a non-empty 
sequence of actions, like a.nil. As a consequence, this approach fails when summation 
is taken into account: consider, for example, the term a. b.nil +q with q deadlock free. 
If we do not move a. b. nil, a. b .nil + q behaves as q and thus it would result deadlock 
free, while, after having chosen action a, a deadlocked derivative is reached. 
The non standard semantics ABSR for RCCS contains the rules for action prefix- 
ing shown in Fig. 2; such rules use the predicate 9(p) which is true if and only if 
p is guarded. Given the term p.p, rule Act, looks ahead until a &term or an un- 
guarded term q is reached; then, p.p is moved to q by Act2. Note that the performed 
action is always r: in fact, to check deadlock freeness of RCCS, it is important to 
know that a term p moves, but not by which particular action p moves; thus all 
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.4BSR-Con PYP’ del oz=p 
z +p’ 
y I 
ARSpAct, pfp G(P) 
P.P 7’P’ 
ABSR-Act, i -G(p) 01‘ J(P) 
p.p 7‘P 
ABSR-Sum P’iP’ 
PtqAP’ 
ABSR-Par PAP’ 
Plq 3 P’lf2 
Fig. 2. The ARSR rules. 
transitions are labelled by r. As a conclusion, for each term p consisting of a se- 
quence of n actions followed by a d-turn, we generate a transition system with only 
two states, independently from the length of the sequence, while SOS(p) has n + 1 
states. 
For parallel composition ABSR uses the SOS rule Par (the symmetric version is 
again not shown in figure), but it does not keep the rule for the communication; in fact, 
communication cannot influence deadlock freeness of a RCCS term and, moreover, one 
such rule would never be used, since only r actions can be produced. Finally, AB& 
includes the SOS rule Con for constants derivation and Sum for 
that, 
summation. It holds 
l each RCCS term is ABSR deadlock sensitive if and only if it is SOS deadlock 
sensitive. 
Note that p fi.4~~~ if and only if p fi.yo.~. Moreover, the states 
characterized in the following way: given a RCCS term p, 
l the states of AB&(p) are a subset of the states of SOS(p); 
of AB&(p) can be 
l each state of AB&(p), except possibly p, is labelled by a term either unguarded 
or deadlocked; 
The above results derive from a general theorem for full CCS we prove in a following 
section. 
Note that our approach belongs to an intermediate level between a purely semantic 
and a syntactic one. In fact we prefer to stop the proof of a single transition of a term 
p when a syntactically well defined derivative of p is reached, without trying to go 
on until a possible cycle in the proof is recognized. As a consequence, it may occur 
that terms having isomorphic SOS transition systems have different ABSR ones, as for 
example, the term a.b.nil above and U.-V with _vdAf b.nil: SOS(a.b.nil) is isomorphic 
(up to the labels of the states) to SOS(tr..v). while ABS~(a.h.nil) has two states and 
AB&(a.y) has three states. 
5. Non-standard semantics for full CCS 
In this section we develop a non-standard semantics for full CCS, i.e. considering 
also the restriction and relabelling operators. Our aim is again to reduce the state 
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space of the process generating a transition system containing only states labelled by 
deadlocked and unguarded terms. 
The AB& rules for action prefixing ignore all moves of a term p before reaching a 
derivative which is either unguarded or deadlocked; moreover each performed action is 
r, since communication is neglected. Both behaviors can cause problems in connection 
with the restriction operator: in fact, some ignored action can be involved in a restriction 
(restricted uction from now on) and then cannot be actually performed. Moreover, a 
restricted action cannot miss its identity, since a communication must be able to occur 
inside the restriction context. To clarify these concepts, consider the SOS deadlocked 
term (a.b.x)\{a} with the definition xdzf C.X. If we simply use the AB& rules together 
with the SOS rule Res, we obtain a transition system performing r forever: in fact, 
a.b.x 5 ABS~ x, and (a.b.x)\{a} A A~~RU~Re,y) ~\{a}, since r@(u). Since the AB& 
rules for action prefixing allow us to ignore a, while the SOS derivation stops just 
on it, the first consequence we derive is that the rules must be modified in order 
to avoid the ignoring of restricted actions. Moreover, such actions may participate in 
a communication, (as action a in (a.~ 1 iF.y)\{u}) that must be executed, since the 
resulting action is r. Thus further consequences are that the name of the restricted 
action must be preserved by the action prefixing rule and a rule for communication 
must belong to our semantics. 
Another problem is caused by the restriction in connection with the summation (sum- 
mation + restriction anomaly). To exemplify this problem, consider the terms (a. 6. nil + 
c.x)\{b} and (b.nil+ c.x)\{b}, with x def C.X. The former is deadlock sensitive, while 
the latter is deadlock free. Nevertheless, if a (which is not restricted) is skipped, the 
two terms move to the same deadlock free term x. In fact, it is the action a that leads 
to a sink state (i.e. the state in which b cannot be performed). In other words, while 
unrestricted actions can be always ignored when we are not in a summation context, 
when we derive a term p occurring as an operand of a summation, we must preserve 
its ability of performing a not restricted action. Thus the action prefixing rules for full 
CCS must be defined in such a way that 
l in a summation context, an action is ignored only if it is neither restricted nor 
immediately preceding a restricted one; 
l outside summation contexts, an action is ignored only if not restricted. 
In order to manage the two cases, we define two relations (arrows) between terms: 
by + we derive terms occurring in a summation context, by + we handle the other 
terms; thus, the initial term is derived by +, while + is introduced by the summation 
rules. 
We have pointed out above that we need to know whether an action belongs to 
some restriction set in the term being derived at the top level. For example, when 
we examine u.b.x, during the proof for a move of (u.b.x)\{u}, we must know that 
a belongs to a restriction set. But this information cannot be retrieved from u.b.x, 
because it is a global information with respect to it. 
To solve this problem we enrich the relations 4 and =+ by an environment p C Vis, 
keeping the set of actions on which some restriction holds, and define +p and 
ji, in such a way that both perform the actions in p and moreover +,, performs 
also the actions preceding an action in I’. The initial term is derived by -+M. The 
environment is modified only by the restriction rules which, when applied to y\A, 
add A to the current environment. As a consequence, while generating the proof of 
a move of a top level term p, we derive an occurrence of a sub-term q of ,/I, in 
an environment which is the union of the restriction sets of all restriction contexts 
containing that occurrence of q. For example, if p = (( a.b.x)\{ a} 1 r)\(h), we derive 
q = a.h.x considering the environment {CL h}. 
Formally, each rule defining the relations -jp and =+,, is intended as a set of rules, 
one for each environment. The treatment of environments is the nucleus of our the 
non-standard semantics. 
In the following, we explain the ABS rules case by case. In all rules the notation 
I’EJI 
P -iI y’ stands for p :i/l p’ with side condition YE p (the same for v @II). 
The ABS rules for action prefixing to be used outside summation contexts are shown 
in Fig. 3: with respect to the rules with the same name of AB&, we modify Act, 
and Act2 by inserting a new side condition on /l#p and include another rule, Actj, to 
handle the case PEP, imposing to perform the action with its own name. 
To derive !~.p in a summation context the relation +,, is used instead of I,,. The 
action prefixing rules for +,, are shown in Fig. 4: Act, is split into two rules (Act’,, 
and Act’,,) to better observe the action 1’ performed by p. In fact, when such action 
Act, 
Fig. 3. ALLY-Act rules for +,, 
Fig. 4. ABS-Act rules for +,, 
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SW-II PSjPP’ Sum’ PSjPP’ 
Pt QiiPP’ P+qr,P’ 
Fig. 5. ABS-Sum rules. 
Par P’i,Pl 
Plq ‘i, P% 
Par’ P3,P’ 
PhYPP% 
con P%P’ def cIz=p PYPP’ 
X-+,P’ 
Con’ 7 
“*PP’ 
z d&f p 
Fig. 6. ABS-Par and Con rules 
does not belong to the environment (Act’,,), it is skipped and the proof goes on; 
otherwise (AC&) a transition is generated, labelled by r (for any p). Moreover, Act; 
and Act; are similar to Act2 and Act3 of Fig. 3, respectively. 
5.2. Summation rules 
Fig. 5 shows the rules for summation Sum and Sum’, for --+P and +P, respec- 
tively (the symmetric rules are not shown). The important point to remark is that the 
hypothesis of Sum introduces +P in order to overcome the summation +restriction 
anomaly. 
5.3. Parallel composition and constant rules 
The rules for constants and parallel composition, shown in Fig. 6, are similar to the 
corresponding SOS ones (the symmetric rules of Par and Par’ have been omitted). 
In fact, for full CCS a communication rule needs to consider handshaking between 
actions belonging to p. Obviously, since only actions belonging to p are executed with 
their name, a communication cannot occur otherwise. 
5.4. Restriction rules 
The restriction rules handle the environment: p\A produces p, if p is able to produce 
pg!A (as the SOS rules do) in the environment p UA. The rules look ahead, as the 
rules for action prefixing do, in order to reach either an unguarded or a deadlocked 
term; in addition, the derivation stops also when a restricted action can be performed. 
The restriction rules for -‘P are shown in Fig. 7. Given p\A, rule Resg is applied 
when p performs an action ,ULEP, and thus is similar to rule Act3. Rules Res, and 
Resz behave as Act, and Act2, respectively: Resl skips the actions not belonging to 
p until an unguarded term or a h-term is reached and Res2 stops the proof (note that 
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Fig. 7. ABS-Res rules for +!) 
Fig. 8. ABS-Res rules for +ij 
3( p’) = ??($\A)). The restriction rules for “,, are shown in Fig. 8 and exhibit side 
conditions similar to those of the rules for action prefixing for +,, , shown in Fig. 4. 
We remark that we have introduced the looking ahead in the restriction rules, to 
achieve the goal of keeping only unguarded and deadlocked terms as states of the 
abstract transition system. In fact, the rules for action prefixing stop in any case on 
a restricted action ,u, without examining the derivative resulting after the execution of 
p. Thus, if p can be involved in a communication and then it can be performed, it 
is possible to obtain an unguarded term as label of a state of the abstract transition 
system. 
5.5. Relabelliny rules 
The rules for relabelling, shown in Fig. 9, derive the term in the hypothesis by 
+f-‘(P) ( J~-I(~) ) if jP ( +P ) occurs in the conclusion: in fact, in order to capture 
the actions in p of ~[f], we must capture the actions in f-‘(p) of p. 
In the following we show some examples of non-standard semantics derivations. 
Rel 
p lft,-+,)p 
PM ‘2’D 7Jv1- 
Rel’ 
pr,-l(P) p’ 
PM %I PVI 
Fig. 9. The A&S-Rel rules. 
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Example 5.1. Consider the deadlock sensitive term (a.b.nil + c.x)\{b}, showing an 
example of summation + restriction anomaly. Since 
b. nil %fb) nil, (Act;), thus 
a.b.nil &tIbj b.niE(Act’,,), consequently, 
a.b.nil+ c.x A{,) b.nil(Sum) and finally 
(a.b.nil+ c-.x)\(b) & (b.nil)\{b} (R esz, since G((b.nil)\{b}) = true) 
and a deadlocked derivative is reached. 
Example 5.2. Now consider the term (b.nil+ c.x)\{b), with xkf C.X. We have that 
b.nif $~bl nil(Acti) and c.x &tb) x(Acti) 
thus the only move of (b.nil+ c.x)\{b} is 
(b.niZ + c.x)\{b} ADx\{b}(Resg), and 
x\(b) %x\M 
As a consequence, by the ABS rules, the terms of the Examples 5.1 and 5.2, 
have (correctly) different transition systems, deadlock sensitive and deadlock free, 
respectively. 
Note that a. b.nil and b.nil, when derived outside summation contexts (and in the same 
environment {b}), exhibit the same behaviour: 
a.b.nil 3jb) nil and b.nil Ajbj nil. 
Example 5.3. A lemma stated in the following section assures that, starting with an 
empty environment, only unguarded and deadlocked derivatives are reached. The dif- 
ferent Res rules have been defined in order to achieve this goal. Consider the terms 
(al . ..a..nil IG...&.nil)\ p where ~={a~, l<i<n} and nal. Since, for l<i<n, 
ai...a,.nilI~...a,.nil~pai+~...a,.nilIa,+~ . ..a..nil and 
a,.nil 1 G.nil A, nil 1 nil, we have 
Thus the abstraction transition system has two states, regardless of n. 
Note that, when p # 0, also guarded terms can be reached. 
Example 5.4. It is possible that, given a term p, an SOS unguarded derivative exists 
which is not an ABS derivative of p. For example, if p = (x 1 y)\(b), with x dzf a.6.x 
and ydAf b.y, we have that 
P 5 SOS (b.x I y)\(b) 5 SOS P 
while, since x 1 J’ A (hl x ( y, the abstract transition system is 
P&P 
Thus, the unguarded term (b.x 1 y)\(b), which is the label of a state in SOS(p). is not 
a state label in ABS(p). 
Example 5.5. Consider the term 
p=(u.c.h.F.b.(e.x+7.y)+c.x) 
and an environment p = {c, e}. 
We have 
a.c.h.e.h.(e.x+c.y)i,c.b.e.6.(e.x+c.y) (Act:, and Act:), thus 
(~.~.h.~.h.(e..r+~.y)+c.x)~~,c.b.F.b.(e.x+?.y) (Sum). 
Then we have 
Since we are no more in a summation context, b is skipped: 
b.Z.b.(e.x+c.y)3,b.(e.x+C.y). (Act, and Actj). 
Thus we reach the derivative s = b.(e.x + 7.~1) of p by a sequence of action CJ’ = scZ. 
where the only actions performed with their own name are those belonging to 11. 
6. Correctness of the ABS semantics 
We begin with formally defining the non standard semantics: 
Definition 6.1. The non-standard semantics relation is defined as +.~Bs = -10. 
In this section we state some results holding for the non standard semantics. First we 
characterize the states of the abstract transition system and give some relations among 
the arrows we have defined. The second subsection shows the main theorem of the 
paper, i.e. deadlock freeness preservation by the non standard semantics. 
6.1. Clwuucter-izution oJ’ the states ?f’ ABS(p) 
The following lemma describes the behaviour of the ABS semantics. In fact it asserts 
that the label of each transition belonging to hi, or +,, is either r or an action 
belonging to 0, i.e. no action is visible except those in p. Moreover, if q is reachable 
from p by +,, or =+[I, then q is reachable from p with a non-empty sequence of 
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transitions of +sos. Finally, the derivatives of p by ~0 and by JP) are either b-terms 
or unguarded terms. 
Lemma 6.2. Given a CCS term p. 
1. for each p 2 Vis, if p z,, q or p 3, q, then 
(a) PEE(~) 
(b) p:sosq for some a#).; 
2. if p 30 q or p 3’~ q, then either 6(q) or +9(q). 
Proof (sketch). Points l(a) and 2, by induction on depth of inference, l(b), by induc- 
tion on the structure of terms. q 
The following theorem, which is a straightforward consequence of Lemma 6.2, char- 
acterizes the states of ABS( p) as a subset of the states of SOS(p) labelled by unguarded 
and deadlocked terms. 
Theorem 6.3. Given a CCS term p, q E 9i,4,,( p) implies 
l q E %,,(P); and 
a if q # p, then either 6(q) or +9(q). 
Obviously, since SOS(p) is finite, this theorem implies the finiteness of ABS(p) too. 
Finally, the following proposition holds, ensuring that the ABSR semantics is a particular 
case of the ABS semantics. 
Proposition 6.4. For each RCCS term p, ABSR(~) = ABS(p). 
Proof (sketch). Since p keeps the set of actions on which some restriction holds, for 
each RCCS term, it holds that p = 0. Thus the ABSR Act rules are equal the ABS ones. 
Moreover, since p = 8, all the ABS rule for =+,, are equal to those for -fp. 0 
6.2. Deadlock preservation 
In order to prove that ABS preserves deadlock, we state the following theorem, char- 
acterizing deadlock freeness with the ABS semantics in a way similar to Theorem 3.2. 
for SOS. 
Theorem 6.5. For each p & Vis, 
1. nil is -fp deadlock sensitive; 
2. p.p is hp deadlock sensitive if and only if p is jP deadlock sensitive; 
3. p + q is -+p deadlock sensitive if and only if one of the jbllowing conditions holds: 
(i) pfip and qftP; 
(ii) p is jp deadlock sensitive and p +P; 
(iii) q is -+P deadlock sensitive and q +,,; 
4. p 1 q is +,, deadlock sensitive if trnd only ij both p und q ure +,’ deudlock 
sensitive. 
5. p\A is L JJ deudlock sensitive if und only if’ q esists, .such thut //_,,,, ,(q) 5 A und 
p:‘,,uAq uith d(o)nA=@; 
6. p[,f] is -,, deudlock sensitive if und only {f p is -ti, deadlock sensitive; 
7. (f’x dg p, x is +/’ deadlock sensitive if’ und on!,, $’ p is +,, deadlock sensitizer. 
Proof (sketch). Similar to Theorem 3.2. Cl 
In order to prove deadlock preservation by ABS we state the following lemma: 
Lemma 6.6. Given a CCS term p, fbr euch ,o C Vis it holds thut: 
1. p _ttsos if und only if p 9, and p +sos [‘f’ and only !f p +,,; 
2. p 3so.s if und only if p 2,; 
3. p 3so.s $ and only if p %,,. 
Proof (sketch). Point 1, by induction on the structure of terms, points 2 and 3, by 
induction on depth of inference. 0 
The first point asserts that the terms not moved by +_yos coincide with the terms not 
moved by +,’ and +,. The second and third points state a property of =+/, suitable 
to overcome the summation+restriction anomaly: the moves of a term p by +sCj,s 
“correspond” to the moves of p by +p, in the sense that p has the same ability by 
*SOS and by +,, of producing actions belonging to p and actions not belonging to 0. 
The following lemma is useful to prove that a restricted term has the same deadlock 
possibilities by -f/’ and by +s~~s. The lemma is used to prove the correspondence 
between point 5 of Theorem 3.2 and point 5 of Theorem 6.5. If (T t Act*, cr = /iI,. , p,! 
and p C Vis, by o 1,) we indicate the sequence VI.. , vm (m <n) obtained from (T by 
deleting all the actions not occurring in p. 
Lemma 6.7. Let -+!, E {=+/), +,, >. Given (I CCS term p und p 2 Vis, it hoIdLy tilut: 
I’ exists, such that J?‘_,~~,,(Y) G ,o und p ~.~~~s Y !f und onl~~ if’ s rsists. such thut 
N4,,(s) 2 p trnd p ;,,s nlith CT I, = 0’ I,, and .J~+,,(.s) = //-,i,,(~) 
Proof (sketch). By induction on the structure of terms. 0 
The above lemma states that, for each derivative s of a term p by --f,) or +,, such 
that s is able to perform only actions belonging to p, a derivative Y of p by ~,s~,.s 
exists able to perform the same actions as s, and moreover the sequence of actions 
leading from p to s (by +p or +,,) contains the same subsequence of actions belong- 
ing to p occurring in the sequence leading from p to Y (by +SOS). The vice-versa also 
holds. 
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Example 6.1. As an example of the assertion stated by Lemma 6.7, consider the term 
p = (a. c. b .Z. b. (e .x + C. y) + c .x) of Example 5.5 in the previous section. There it is 
shown that 
pLic,e) b.(e.x+?.y)=s with rr’=zcZ 
and J?‘_,,(s)={~,c}. We have p:sosr with r=e.n+?.y and a=acbZb. It is aJl,,)= 
~9 J{,.,) and ~‘~+~~,~(r) = {e,?}. 
We are now able to state the following theorem, assuring the correctness of the ABS 
semantics: deadlock freeness is preserved. 
Theorem 6.8 (Main theorem). Given a CCS term p, p is SOS deadlock sensitive iJ 
and only if p is ABS deadlock sensitive. 
Proof (sketch). By induction on the structure of terms and using Theorems 3.2 and 6.5 
and Lemmas 6.6 and 6.7. 0 
Note that, if we derive a term using the relation =+J, the size of the corresponding 
transition system is in general larger than the one built exploiting also +@, but deadlock 
freeness is still preserved. 
7. Considerations 
In this section we discuss the characteristics of our approach to state space reduction 
for deadlock checking. In general, each approach aiming at reducing state space during 
transition system generation is valuable on the basis of the trade-off between the number 
of states and the cost of a single transition. In general, the cost (in terms of time 
and memory space) of generating a single transition increases with the decreasing of 
the number of states of the transition system. With our approach, the states of the 
standard transition system we hide occur within the proof of some move and thus 
still need memory space to be stored. For example, the state b.niZ of SOS(a. b.nil), 
not included in ABS(a. b.nil) occurs in the proof of the move a. b .nil An nil. The 
advantage of considering these states only in the proofs is that the memory allocated 
for a proof can be deallocated once generated the transition and reallocated for another 
transition proof. But this can be considered as an advantage only as long as the proof 
of a single transition does not need a memory space close to the memory for storing 
the whole standard transition system. Our choice is to limit the depth of the proofs 
of the transitions by means of a syntactic criterion: we stop when we encounter an 
unguarded term. Thus the states of the abstract transition system are (a subset of) the 
states of the standard transition system labelled by deadlocked or unguarded terms, as 
stated by Theorem 6.3. Therefore, N is an upper bound for the number of states of 
ABS(p), for each term p, where N is the number of states of SOS(p) labelled by 
an unguarded or deadlocked term. Thus a measure of what we gain with the ABS 
semantics in terms of state reduction can be computed starting from the ratio N:K. 
where K is the number of SOS derivatives of p. 
Since N increases with the number of constants of the program, the method can 
be improved by reducing this number before applying the non-standard semantics. 
A reduction can be made by syntactically transforming the program into another one 
in which non-recursive constants are replaced by their bodies. For example, the program 
P=(.~q?,,\{Q1 with x dg h.a.x f b.y, J’ dz ?i.c.nil 
can be transformed into 
/)=(.Y ~N.c.nil)\{u} where x ‘!! h.a..u+h.~.c.t~i/ 
In general, the state space of a parallel composition of processes may grow cx- 
ponentially with the number of processes. While also the states of A&S(/)) may be 
exponential for a generic term p, in some cases we reduce this complexity. In partic- 
ular, this occurs when the exponential growing of SOS(p) is only due to the parallel 
execution of non-restricted actions. 
We now define a class of processes for which the abstract transition system is not 
exponential in the number of parallel processes. A process of this class is a parallel 
composition of n, possibly cyclic, linear processes (described by n constant definitions) 
such that one of them acts as server and the other ones as clients: the clients do 
not communicate each other and can communicate only with the server by means of 
dedicated channels. 
We say that a constant x ds pv is linrur if x dz ,LLI p,, . y. y E {x. nil} and n > I. 
Definition 7.1 (Limw client-.wrcrr procr.s,s). A parallel composition ~=(.rl ” ./.y,, )‘,,.4. 
II 3 I, of linear constants is a linear client-server process if 
1. for each i.,j, i #,j, i,j # 1, ~~tion.r(x, ) n (NC~~MS(S, ) U actions( =: 8. where 
wtions(x,) = {p 1 p occurs in pI, and ,H E A}; 
2. each action in A UA occurs at most once in IJ, (, ~,r action.s(_x, ). 
Theorem 7.2. Let p hr u linear client -sercer procms trd .suppo.sr thut 
ABS( p) is linwr itz k, where k is the urtlinality of’ actions(.rl ) 
Proof (sktdz). The states are at most 2k. 0 
Note that we do not loose generality imposing the condition of the theorem, since 
each linear client-server process can be straightforwardly transformed into one respect- 
ing this condition. 
As a consequence, ABS( p) is not exponential in n, except when k itself is exponential 
in II. 
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8. Examples 
In this section we present some classical examples of concurrent processes. 
Example 8.1 (Round Robin scheduling). The first example is the round robin schedul- 
ing of a resource shared by n processes. There is a server which accepts the request of 
each process in cycle, starting from the first one. In the solution shown here, there are 
n processes (Xi, iE{l,..., n}), each one communicating with the server S by means 
of dedicated channels acqi and reli, to acquire and release the resource, respectively. 
R,,=(Slxl 1 ... Ix,)\{acqi,reli, 1 di<n}, 
where 
xi dzf ai.acqi.b,.reZi.xi for iE{l,..., n}, 
S dLf acql.relt .m.relz...a.rel,.S. 
ABS(R3), shown in Fig. 10, has 6 states. In general, for II processes, the cardinality of 
actions(S), is 2n. Since R, is a linear client-server process, by applying Theorem 7.2, 
we have that ABS(R,) is linear in n. Instead, the state space of SUS(R,) grows ex- 
ponentially with n. In fact SOS(R,) has at least 2” states, obtained by performing the 
actions ai, i E { 1,. . . , n}, in any order. 
Example 8.2 (Mutual exclusion). Our second example regards the mutual exclusion 
problem among n processes sharing a common resource by means of the operations 
of acquire and release. The following CCS program describes the mutual exclusion on 
the resource r shared by processes Xi, i E { 1,. ,n}. 
E, = (XI 1 ) x, ( r)\{acq, Tel>> 
where 
xi d&f ai.acq.bi.rel.xi for each iE{l,..., n}, r dAf q.rel.r. 
Fig. 10. ABS(R3). 
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Fig. I I. ARS(E3). 
While SOS(E3) has 32 states, ABS(Ej), shown in Fig. 11, has 4 states. The result- 
ing process is not a linear client-server process with our definition (condition (I), in 
Definition 7.1, is not obeyed). For n processes, the states of SOS(E,,) are 2”(n + I ) 
(see [26]), while ABS(E,) has n + 1 states, as stated by the following proposition. 
Proposition 8.1. For euch n 3 1, ABS(E,) has n + 1 stutrs 
Proof (skrtch). By induction on the number of the processes. 0 
Example 8.3 (Dining philosophers without deadlock j. The third example is the clas- 
sical synchronization problem called the dining philosophers problem. In the solution 
shown here, the life of a philosopher consists of alternate periods of eating and think- 
ing. When a philosopher gets hungry, he tries to sit at the table, but an usher keeps 
at least one philosopher from sitting. Only sitting, a philosopher can pick up his left 
fork and then his right one; he eats and then puts the forks down in the same order 
that he picked them up. We give a solution, shown in [5], of this problem defined by 
a deadlock free CCS program. 
A philosopher, PHi, for i E { 1,. , n}. H 2 1, is defined as 
PHi dz thinkingi. hunyry, .siti .fuj .fu,,,, .eatiny, .idle, .,fd, .jd,s, .rise;. PH,. 
where tr: denotes modulo n addition. 
The definition of a single fork F;, for i E { 1,. . n}, n > 1, is 
6 de’.& .&I, .F; l t.fUi,, .p;,, .F;. 
where ,i denotes modulo n subtraction. 
The usher is defined as a set of m constants U,. m E (0,. , n}, as follows: 
u de’ C:‘:, sit,, Urn@1 m 
i - 
if m <(n - 1 ), 
Cy=, vise, U,,,e 1 otherwise. 
A table with n philosophers, n forks and a single usher is defined as 
s E’ (PHI /F, 1 ...I PH, IF, / ~~)\{sit,,rise,,f~j,,~~~,, I di<n} II - 
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If we consider two philosophers only, we obtain a reduced transition system ABS(s2) 
with 17 states, while SOS(Q) has 79 states. For three philosophers the states are 
169 and 118.5, respectively. Although a reduction in number of states is obtained, the 
resulting reduced system still has an exponential number of states in terms of the 
number of philosophers involved. 
Example 8.4 (Dining philosophers with deudfock). In literature, a well-known incor- 
rect solution of such problem is often discussed and is described by a deadlock sensitive 
CCS program. In this solution, the life of a philosopher consists of alternate periods of 
eating and thinking only. When a philosopher gets hungry, he can, without any control, 
pick up his left fork first, then his right one; if he can eat, then puts the forks down in 
the same order that he picked them up. This solution can be described in the following 
way. A philosopher, PH,, for i E { 1,. . , n}, is defined as follows: 
PHi ‘Af thinking,. hungry, .jii; .,fu ,@, .eatingi. idlei .fdi .fdiei PHi 
The definition of a single fork, as above, is 
The whole system can be described by the parallel composition of the philosophers 
and the forks after a proper restriction. 
For example, when considering n = 2, we obtain the following CCS program 
for which a reduced transition system ABS(s) can be built with 15 states, while SOS(s) 
has 73 states. 
Example 8.5. This example has been chosen to show as the environment mechanism 
is able to dynamically evaluate the smallest set of restricted actions for each sub-term 
occurring in the proof of a move. Consider the term 
4 = (x I y)\{bl+ (x I a.b.y)\{aIl, 
We have that the constant x is used in different restriction environments: (x 1 y)\(h) is 
derived with environment {b}, while (x I a.b. y)\{a} with {a}. This allows us, for 
example, to ignore .Z, occurring in the body of x, while deriving (x I y)\(b) .The 
transition system ABS(q) (shown in Fig. 12) has 3 states, while SOS(q) has 9 
states. 
Fig. Il. Af?S(q) 
9. Related works 
First of all we recall that static deadlock checking in concurrent systems is an 
intractable problem [28]: i.e., each algorithm has an exponential complexity, in the 
general case. Thus a method can be more efficient than another one in some cases 
and less efficient in some other cases. We now compare our method with some related 
works aiming at state space reduction for deadlock analysis. 
Some methods [29,30, 161 reduce the state space by considering only one “represcn- 
tative” among all interleavings of actions leading from a state p to a state y 129.30, I6 I. 
A comparison of our approach with these methods, from the point of view of the state 
space, can be done case by case. In fact, we can consider more than one interleaving 
between two states, but each one may be shorter than the corresponding standard one. 
since guarded states and non-restricted actions are skipped. Thus, if we consider two 
states p and q, we gain an advantage when the sum of all states belonging to the 
abstract interleavings between p and y is less than the number of states of the only 
standard interleaving considered by these methods, 
Another well-known approach is the o/r thr .fl?, method, where, in order to verify 
a property. the whole transition system is not generated, but the property is chcckcd 
during the generation. Roughly speaking, the idea is that a depth-first traversal of the 
transition system can be performed, and only the current path has to be stored, while 
tnemory is deallocated when verifying another path [8, 13, 14. 19,201. A cotnparison 
of our approach with these methods depends on whether the longest path (w-ithout 
repetitions) of the standard transition system for a term y has less or more states than 
ABS( p). 
On the other hand, we remark that our method is “orthogonal” with respect to 
these methods and can be usefully integrated with them. In fact the above verification 
methodologies can exploit our non-standard semantics, instead of the standard enc. thuh 
furtherly reducing the state space. 
In [26]. to check deadlock freeness of a CCS term, the term is first transformed 
into a Petri net [2.5] exploiting a truly concurrent semantics, then the obtained net is 
reduced using known reduction techniques for Petri nets, and lastly the reduced net IS 
checked for deadlock freeness. This method does not depend at all on the syntactic 
structure of the terms, and thus achieves the full generality of the semantic approaches; 
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consequently, in some cases it can be better than ours, in terms of the size of the 
generated transition system. Nevertheless, apart the obvious considerations on its low 
uniformity (a different formalism, Petri nets, is used), the approach still suffers of the 
drawbacks of the semantic approaches (memory must be allocated to store the whole 
Petri net corresponding to a CCS program), even if at a lower degree, since the Petri 
net corresponding to a CCS program is “smaller” than the standard transition system. 
Our method has the same efficiency of the method in [26] for all examples shown 
above. 
Finally, a comparison of our method can be made with syntactic transformations 
which substitute unrestricted actions by r and possibly simplify sequences of r actions 
[5]. Our method is able to consider, for each sub-term in which a constant occurs, 
just the local restriction environment, as shown in Example 4. A comparable effi- 
ciency can be achieved syntactically if the method above is extended to transform 
a program into an equivalent one such that each constant occurs under a unique re- 
striction context. This can increase the size of the specification dramatically but it 
can be cheaper in memory use than our method. However, our approach may be 
better when reduction can be made only at the occurrence of some situation during 
execution, as in Example 5.3, where no action can be substituted by r and all com- 
munications preceding a deadlock (or unguarded) term are skipped by our restriction 
rules. 
10. Final remarks and future work 
It may be interesting to note that all theorems stated in the paper also hold for infinite 
terms, even if, while for finite terms deadlock freeness is decidable, our method cannot 
be applied to infinite terms as a decision procedure, since MS(p) may be infinite. 
An attractive future work can be to characterize our approach as an abstract inter- 
pretation one: abstract interpretation is a well-known powerful and elegant method [9] 
for proving program properties. A starting point can be the paper [lo], where a theory 
of abstract interpretations for rule-based semantics is shown. 
One of the most appealing features of a non-standard operational approach is mod- 
ularity: improvements of the method can be achieved by substituting a subset of the 
rules, for example those concerning an operator, with more “efficient” ones. The cor- 
rectness of the new rules can be “locally” proved, i.e. without modifying the com- 
plete correctness proof. A possible improvement may be defining rules for parallel 
composition able to move with only one transition both partners when the performed 
actions do not belong to p; for example a.x j b. y can be moved with only one ac- 
tion to x / y. Some of these improvements are shown in [12]; here we have not de- 
scribed them to better concentrate the discussion on the fundamental aspects of our 
approach. 
We are actually developing a tool written in Prolog to check deadlock freeness of 
CCS terms, based on the ABS semantics. The tool will be included in the JACK 
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environment [4], which is a verification system for process algebra description lan- 
guages. The environment, among other tools for model checking of CCS processes, 
contains a set of non-standard semantics based tools by which it is possible to prove, 
for instance, finiteness of CCS programs. 
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Appendix A 
In this section we give the detailed proofs of Theorems 3.2, 6.5, 6.8 and 7.2. 
Lemmas 6.2, 6.6 and 6.7, and Proposition 8.1. 
Theorem 3.2. 
1. nil is SOS deadlock sensitive; 
2. 1-1. p is SOS deudlock sensitice iJ’ und only if p is SOS deadlock sensititle; 
3. p+q is SOS deadlock sensitiue ifund only if one of’ the following conditions holds: 
(i ) P ++.ws und 4 +&OS; 
(ii) p is SOS deudlock sensitive and p +sos; 
(iii) q is SOS deadlock sensitil;e and y -1~0s; 
4. p / q is SOS deudlock sensitive if und only if’ both p und q me SOS deadloc,k 
.sensitiw 
5. p\A is ;OS deadlock sensitiue if and only if q exists. such that i H+,,,, (q) CA md 
p 5 ,~o,sq w-ith .&‘(a) fl A = 0; 
6. p[,f] is SOS deadlock sensitice if and only if p is SOS deadlock semitire; 
7. if’ .Y ‘g p, x is SOS deadlock sensitice if and only if’ p is SOS dadlock stwsitiw. 
Proof. 
(p. p): by applying Act, it holds that Y_+ ,,,,(p. p) = {p p} U Y, .~o, (p) The thesis 
follows since p.p is not deadlock sensitive. 
( p + q): by applying Sum, it holds that 
fy + ,,,,(P + 4) 
if P++SOS and q+.~os~ 
The thesis follows since p + q +soLy iff p +.yos and q +,rcjs. 
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(P 14): 
(p\A): 
(P[f I): 
(kfp): 
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the thesis follows since, by definition of Par and Corn, 9_ ,y,(p 1 q)= 
{P’ Id P’ E I+,,, 4’ E %,,(q)Il. 
since, by definition of Res, 9’__cos(p\A)={r\A lp 5sosr and &(a)nA=0}, 
then r\A E g+ 5~:os ( P\A > exists, such that r\A f, sos (i.e. p\A is deadlock 
sensitive) if and only if JC+~~~~(Y) 2 A and p 5 sosr with ,d(a) n A = 8 and 
the thesis is proved. 
the thesis follows since, by definition of Rel, 9_,,,,T(p[f]) = {r[ f] 1 Y E 
3 -.m(P)b 
by definition of Con, we have that 
9 -.so.5(x) = 1x1 ” i’ ; if P 7%~~ ---t w,(P’) if P~SOSP’. 
The thesis is proved since xfisos iff pfisos. II 
Lemma 6.2. Given a CCS term p. 
1. for each p C Vis, if p z,, q or p %,, q, then 
(a) P E (4 U P; 
(b) p 5 sos q for some a # k 
2. if p &, q or p %g q, then either 6(q) or ‘Y(q). 
Proof. Point l.(a): by induction on depth of inference. We consider in turn each 
transition rule as the last rule applied in the inference. We consider only the case 
p SO q, the other case is similar. 
(Act’): 
(Par’): 
(Corn’): 
(Sum’): 
(Red): 
(Rel’): 
using Act;, , p .p sQ p’ rf p sP p’ by a shorter inference. The thesis follows 
by inductive hypothesis. Using the other rules the thesis trivially holds. 
plq sP p’lq, if p =%0 p’ by a shorter inference, so the thesis follows by in- 
ductive hypothesis. Similarly if q %p q’. 
plq &, p’)q’ and the thesis trivially holds. 
p + q sP p’ if p %P p’ by a shorter inference, so the thesis follows by in- 
ductive hypothesis. Similarly if q %,, q’. 
using Res’,,, p\ A &() p”\A if p %Pu~ p’ and p’\A *Q p”\A by a shorter 
inference. The thesis follows by inductive hypothesis. Using the other rules 
the thesis trivially holds. 
PUI =$ ~‘[fl if P 
Gf_‘(fi) 
3 f-lcp) p’, by a shorter inference. By inductive hy- 
pothesis it holds that either v = r or v E f-‘(p). The thesis follows since in 
the first case p = r, while in the second one p E p. 
Point l.(b): by induction on the structure of terms. 
We first consider the case p %c, q. The other case is similar. 
Base step: nil. Straightforward, since nil -ftsos and nil ff,. 
Inductive step: Let us suppose that the lemma holds for p and q. 
(,i.p): Using all Act’ rules, except Act{, , we have that p .p &,, p. The thesis holds 
since p.p 2 ~0s~. Using Act;, , we have that p.p &,, p’ if p &,, p’. Since, by 
inductive hypothesis, we have that p .p 3 Lycjs p -5 sosp’, the thesis is proved. 
In a similar way we can prove the lemma for all the other cases. 
Point 2: by induction on depth of inference. We consider in turn each transition rule 
as the last rule applied in the inference. We consider only the case p %;co q, the other 
case is similar. 
(Act’): since p = Q’J neither Actj nor Act{, can be applied. Using Act;, the thesis triv- 
I,#?,, 
ially holds, while using Act;, , p .p -in p’ if p + p’ by a shorter inference, 
so the thesis follows by inductive hypothesis. 
(Par’): plq 3~ p’lq, if p %n p’ by a shorter inference, so the thesis follows by in- 
ductive hypothesis. Similarly if q %a, q’. 
(Corn’): since p = 8, this rule cannot be applied, by Lemma 6.2, point 1 .(a). 
(Sum’): p + q 3, p’ if p 3~ p’ by a shorter inference, so the thesis follows by in- 
ductive hypothesis. Similarly if q =f$n q’. 
(Red): since p = 8 neither Resi nor Res’,:, can be applied. Using Resi, the thesis 
trivially holds, while using Res ‘I,, p\A ifl $“\A since p’ exists (p 5,, p’) 
such that p’\A 3~ p”\A by a shorter inference, so the thesis follows by 
inductive hypothesis. 
(Rel’): p[ .f’] $;cn p’[,f] if p “Gil)., -I(M, p’, by a shorter inference. The thesis fol- 
lows by inductive hypothesis, since ~‘~‘(8) = v). r! 
Theorem 6.5. For euch y C Vis, 
1 rd is +/, dmdlock sensitive; 
2. p . p is +(, derudlock sensitive if und only iJ’ p is -+,, deadlock sensitive; 
3. p+q is +,, dtudlock sensitive if and only iJ’one oj’ the J?jllo\viny conditions holds: 
(i) P+,, and q-fi,; 
(ii) p is +(, deadlock sensitive und p -+(, ; 
(iii) q is -,’ deadlock sensitive und q +,, ; 
4. plq is -,, deadlock sensitive if and only [f’ both p and q are +;I deudlock 
.sm.sit ce. 
5. pi.4 is hi, deadlock sensitive ij and only if’ q exists, such that LLl_,,Lm 1 (q) (I A 
and P :2jp~4 4 ,vith .d(cr)nA =0; 
6. p[ f‘] is v,, deudlock sensitive iJ’md only if p is +,, deadlock sensitivr; 
7. f.xdzp. x is +/, deadlock sensitivrl [f’ md only if p is +,, deudlock sensiticr. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.2. We only consider the case 
p\A. Since, by definition of MS-Res rules, 9, ,,(p\A) = {r\A 1 p 5,“~ Y and d(o) (3 
A=@}, then r\A~9 
senstttve) tf and only*;f(rr) 
exists, such that r\A +,, (i.e. p\A is il’ deadlock 
,’ -,,u,(y) CA and P 3 icing I‘ with &(a)f~A =8; thus the 
thesis is proved. fl 
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Lemma 6.6. Given a CCS term p, for each environment p, it holds that: 
1. Pffsos if and only if p +p and p ftsOs if and only if p -ci,; 
2. p %sos if and only if p %p ; 
3. p %sos iJ’ and only if p 3, 
Proof. 
Point 1: by induction on the structure of terms (not shown). 
Point 2: by induction on depth of inference. We consider in turn each transition rule 
as the last rule applied in the inference. 
First half (if p 2 sos then p %p ): 
(Act): p.p: the hypothesis of the lemma holds if p @p. Whatever Act’ rule we apply, 
except Act;, which cannot be applicable, since ~16 p, it holds that p.p LQ 
with v $Z p and the thesis is proved. 
(Res): p\A 
2 sos if p &‘J_A) sos, by a shorter inference. By inductive hypothesis, it 
holds that P~“=)~,,A . The thesis follows since the Res’ rules, except Resi, 
are applied. 
(Rel): p[f] *sOs if p 
I 
“‘c (“sos, by a shorter inference, with p’ $ f-‘(p), so, by 
inductive hypothesis, we have that p &.,-I(,, , with v’ 6 J‘-‘(p) and applying 
Rel’ we have that p[ f] ‘(v” and the thesis is proved. 
Applying al; the other rules the thesisP follows by inductive hypothesis. Second half: 
similar. 
Point 3: similar to the proof of point 2. 0 
In the following, if CJ = ~1,. . ,p,,, f-‘(o) = VI,. . . ,v,, vi, Y, E f-‘(pi), and by CJL~ 
we indicate the sequence obtained from (T by deleting all the actions not occurring in p. 
Lemma 6.7. Let d,, E { +p, +p ). Given a CCS term p and p & Vis, it holds that: 
r exists, such that ~~~~~~~ (r)C: p and p$sosr ij” and only iJ 
s exists, such that A4 (s) C: p and p 2, s 
with aLp = CJ~~ and >,,> (s) = JZ’_,~~~ (r)
Proof. By induction on the structure of terms. 
We first consider the case -+p = +p. First half 
Base step: nil. Straightforward, since nil +sos and nil +p. 
Inductive step: Let us suppose that the lemma holds for p and q. 
(p.p): One of the following two conditions holds: 
(11~ P): ~.P%IS P and d+sos (p.p) = {,u}. The lemma holds since, 
applying A4 A+.,, (P.P) = (11). 
(,a @p): Whatever rule we can apply, the thesis follows by inductive 
hypothesis. 
(p + q): the hypothesis of the lemma holds for p+q if and only if one of the following 
conditions holds: 
1. y1,,-, /a(>l; 
2. q%. 10121; 
3. p+q=r, i.e. o=i.. 
C’CISCJ 1. By inductive hypothesis, the lemma holds for p (i.e. p %,, .Y. 
-H+,,(s) C p). By Lemma 6.6, points 2 and 3, it holds that 10’1 3 I. so the 
thesis follows since Sum’ is applied. 
Cusr 2. Similar to the proof of case 1. 
C’usr 3. It holds that ://_$,,, (p) C p and N_,,,, (q) C p. The thesis follows 
by inductive hypothesis and by Lemma 6.6, points 1 and 3. 
(plq): the hypothesis of the lemma holds for plq if and only if the following con- 
dition holds: 
t, t’, 4, $ exist such that /I: sost, i 4 + SOSt’. r-Q’, ~l’i__,<,,,(t)cJL 
/I +\()\ ct’) c jJ, Cdl_\,,\ wn~,(t’)= 8. 
Thus thesis follows by inductive hypothesis and by using the Par’ and Corn’ 
rules. 
(p\A): r exists, such that A!_-w,5 (Y) C /I and p\A 5 ~0s r, with I^ = t\A if p ” ,so,s t. 
, IL_ ,i,’ (t) C p U A and A!(O) f‘iA = @. By inductive hypothesis, t’ exists such 
that -N,,(t’)cpUA, pg,,” 1 t’. aLpu.4 = a!j,,,,,~ and N_,,l, (t) = i/,, (I’ ). 
Since .d(o)nA =8 and ~L(,,,J = o’J(,“A, then it holds that .d(d)nA = f/l. 
The thesis follows since the Red rules are applied. 
I 
(p[J‘]): Y exists, such that -If/, ,r,,(~) (I p and ~[.f’] -1,~ with I‘ = t[,f’] if (7 i-l:‘,50y t 
with // _,,,,(t)CJ’p’(p). By inductive hypothesis. t’ exists such that 
J,;~,,,, (t’) c p(p). p/Z’ / ‘(id” l-‘(o) i,~~,,‘, =.f’-‘((+) 1, ‘(,‘I 
and .N,,i, (t)=c~~+ii_,,,i (t’). Using Rel’, we have that ~[,f‘] g/, t’[,f]. The 
thesis then follows by inductive hypothesis. 
(xdzp): the thesis follows by inductive hypothesis and by using the Con’ rule. 
Second half: similar to the proof of the first half. 
The proof of the case +-)(I = +[, is similar to that of d(, = +,, . except for 
the summation, for which the lemma still holds since, in Sum, we use the transi- 
tion relation J,, in the hypothesis and we have just proved that the lemma holds 
for it. CI 
Theorem 6.8. Given a CCS term p, p is SOS dtudock sensitiw [f’ md onI), if’ p i,s 
ABS deudlock smsitive. 
Proof. By induction on the structure of terms. 
Buse step: p = nil. Straightforward. 
Inductive step: Let us assume that p and q are SOS deadlock sensitive if and only if 
p and q are ABS deadlock sensitive. 
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(P.P)I 
(P + 4): 
(plq): 
(p\A): 
(P[.fl>: 
(xEfp): 
p.p is SOS deadlock sensitive Theor?=?“(2) p is SOS deadlock sensitive ‘“?%‘- 
p is ABS deadlock sensitive 
Thcory&.5.(2) 
3,~i3/: is ABS deadlock sensitive. 
p + q is SOS deadlock sensitive 
Theorem 
w one of the three conditions of 
Theorem 3.2.(3) is verified Lemma 66’@d ‘“d’Hyp. one of the three conditions 
of Theorem 6..5.(3) is verified 
Theorynf&.(3) 
p + q is ABS deadlock sensitive. 
plq is SOS deadlock sensitive Theors’2.(4) both p and q are SOS deadlock 
1nd.H p. 
sensitive & both p and q are ABS deadlock sensitive 
Theory&.5.(4) 
plq is 
ABS deadlock sensitive. 
p\A is SOS deadlock sensitive Theors’2’(5) q exists, such that c&+Yc,,(q) CA 
and p $sos q with .d(a) n A = 8 Lem&6’7 t exists, such that A’+,(t) CA and 
p 4 ,4 t with ,&‘(Q’) n A = 0 Theorg5’(5) p\A is ABS deadlock sensitive. 
p[ f] is SOS deadlock sensitive 
Theoy&2.(6) 
p is SOS deadlock sensitive 
1nd.H p. 
4 p is ABS deadlock sensitive 
Theoryn&.(6) 
p[f] is ABS deadlock sen- 
sitive. 
x is SOS deadlock sensitive Theore’(7) p is SOS deadlock sensitive ‘“$% 
p is ABS deadlock sensitive 
Theoryn&5.(7) 
x is ABS deadlock sensitive. 
Theorem 7.2. Let p be a linear client-sercer process and suppose that: 
for eachxldzpl...p,.q, (qE{x,,nil}), pu,~A. 
ABS(p) is linear in k, where k is the cardinality of actions( 
Proof. 
By Definition 7.1, it holds that each derivative q of p has the form (p, / . 
1 p,)\A, where, for each 1 <i < n, if xi dAf ~1 . . . ,u,,, .q, q E {xi, nil}, then either pi = q 
or pi = ,& . . . ,un, .q with k > 1. Moreover, for each derivative q of p, if q ---f V) q’ = 
(p{l...lpL)\A, with d#q, 
l no q” # q' exists such that q + ,J, 4”; 
l p1 participates in a communication, i.e. p1 3 AP/I, p E A. 
Informally, the system is a linear sequence of states and moves iff the server moves. 
If ABS( p) has a number of states > k, consider the (only) derivative q reached by k 
transitions. By Definition 7.1 and point 1 of this proof, we can have q = (niljp2) . 
Ip,,)\A, and in this case ABS(p) has k + 1 states, or 
l q=(x,lpzl... lp,,)\A; 
l j exists, 2 <j ,< n, such that 
~ PjfXj. In fact, if f or each 2 <j <n, pj =x,, q = p and the transition system 
has k states. 
_ either pj A A with V # actions or p, = nil. 
Consider now an action p E A occurring in the body of Xj but not in pj (i.e. 
occurring in the sequence of actions of P.~, preceding pi) and such that p occurs in 
pX, This action exists, since a communication between the server and the jth client 
has to be performed during the first run of the server. When, during the second run 
of the server, it reaches p, it stops on it and the system cannot move anymore. by 
point 1 of this proof. Since in the worst case fl is the last action of p,,, .4BS(r/) 
has a number of states less than or equal to k ~ I and so ABS( p) has at most 2k 
states. 0 
Proposition 8.1. For- ruch n 3 1, ABS(E,,) hs n + I .stutrs. 
Proof. By induction on n. 
Buw. If II = I ABS(p) has 2 states. 
fmhcticc step. Let us suppose that the states of ABS(E,:,,) are II + I. Since s,,_ , can 
communicate only with Y, the states of ABS(E,,_, ) are the following: {( pI / ~ p,, 
Tn+I /q)\{aq,I-e/J I f or each (pi 1 .. ~p,i~q)\~{acq,vr/} EABS(E,,)} iJ {(s, / .. I.\-,,I/>,, , ,. 
wl.X,,+I lr~l.~)\{uL.q,~-el}}. 
The first n + 1 (by inductive hypothesis) states represent the situation in which .I-,, j 
does not move, while the last state is reached if x,,+I acquires the resource, and this 
state rctums to E,,+I itself. Thus the system has n + 2 states. L- 
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